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Section A

'Ansper all questinns.
Each lws weightage 7.

1. Explain the meson exchange theory of nuclear force.

2. Explain the collective model of the nucleus.

3. Sketch and explain the salient features of binding energ'y cun'e.

4. What is meant by parity of a nuclear state ?

5. Explain the role of neutrino in beta decay.

6. Briefly discuss the colour quantumnumbers

7. What is Fermi-Kurie Plot ? What information does it provide ?

8. Explain the main features of a resonance nuclear reaction.

9. Define Q-value and threshold enerry for a nuclear reaction

10. What is CPI Theorem ?

11. What are quarks ? How do these interact with each other to form particles ?

tZ. What are hadrons ? Discuss their SU(3) classi{ication and its success in predicting new particles.

(L2xL= 12weightage)

Section B

Answer any tvo' questions.

, 
Each questi,on has weighto4e 6,

19. Explain the semi-empirical mass formula and obtain an expression for the number of protons (Z)

in a nucleus.

t4. Give the quantum mechanical treatment of the deuteron. Show that the mixing of the S and D

sates accounts for the magnetic moment of the deuteron.
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Discuss the Fermi'theory of beta decay. Illustrate how the continuous beta spectrum is explained

and what are allowed and forbidden beta transitions ?

Discuss in detail vanous conservation laws and symmetry operations for "Tr*:tT;Hlh
Section C

Answer anY fotrt guestions.
Each qu,estin has ieightage S.

Calculate the binding enerry of the following isobars and their binding energies per nucleons,
6tL ^ 64

,r*t-- = 63,9280 amu ,nut =.63.9298 amu'

Which of these would you gxpect to be B-active and how would it decay ?

Ilre difference in the Coulomb enerry between the miror npclei flCr, fiMn is 6.0 MeV. '

Assuming that the nuclei have a spherically s5rmmetric charge distribution and that e2 is

approximately 1.0 Mev-fur. Calculate the radius of the lf fiMn nucleus.

Calculate the Q-value for the reactions /fi27 (d,a) Mg25 and Mg35 (a, d.)Al2?. Given, masses of all

nuciei are determined accurately with the help of mass spectrometer as : mAl = 26.9901 arnu,

mMg = 21L.gg364Ynu, mc( - 4.0039 amu' rnd = 2.0147 amu.

In the fission of 92U235 by a thermal neutmn, the fragments found are orMog8 and 54Xe136. How

manyelectrons are released in the reaction. Calculate the amount of enerry'released in the reaction

when the masses of nrU235,42hlo98 and b4xe136 and neutron in amu are respectively,235.044,

97.906, 135.907 and 1.009.
:

zL. According to the shell model find the spin, parity of flCa,SSr, iSAr,lfSa, SliV; ln their ground

state.

22,. which of the following processes are absolutely forbidden and why ?

(i) p-re* +Y.

(ii) n+ p+e- +ve.

(iii) fi,+n->fio +n* +ir-.

(iv) ' fi* + n, -+ tE- + p.

(vi) no + n- -+ n+ p.

, (4x3=l2weightage)


